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Abstract

Ridesharing services, such as Uber and Didi, have enjoyed great popularity in our daily life. However, it remains a big challenge to guarantee passenger’s and driver’s safety. In this paper, we propose an edge-based attack detection in ridesharing services, namely SafeShareRide, which can detect dangerous events happening in the vehicle in near real time. The detection of SafeShareRide consists of three stages: speech recognition, driving behavior detection, and video capture and analysis. In our preliminary work, we implemented the three detection stages by leveraging open source algorithms and demonstrated the applicability of SafeShareRide. Furthermore, we identified several observations for smartphone based edge computing systems.

1 Introduction

As ridesharing services, such as Uber in US and Didi in China, have become increasingly popular, on-vehicle safety has become an important issue. There are two kinds of attacks that can happen in vehicles [1, 2, 3], drivers being attacked by passengers or passengers being attacked by drivers. To tackle this issue, Didi has applied facial recognition, itinerary sharing, SOS calling, privacy numbers, driver verification and safe driving system to provide ride safety [4, 5, 6]. However, there are still several open problems. For example, when the passenger or driver is being attacked, it may be impossible for her to press the SOS button or share the itinerary. Facial recognition and driver verification are usually only conducted for the first time when a diver registers the share ride vehicle. A safe driving system uses real-time GPS data to detect risky driving behavior. However, dangerous scenarios can still occur on vehicles with normal driving behavior. Hence, much more effort is required to ensure on-vehicle safety for ridesharing services.

In addition, the large scale of rides also poses significant technical challenges to cloud backend infrastructure. State-of-the-art safe detection systems are usually implemented on the cloud [1, 5]. However, it can be extremely difficult for a pure cloud-based approach to provide real-time safety protection services at the scale of millions of rides. Additionally, as the vehicle is moving fast, the wireless channel for applications on a vehicle may become unstable [7]. Therefore, it may take a long time to upload data to the cloud, let alone carry out the detection process. If the latency of anomaly detection is high, it is unlikely to guarantee safety in time. Therefore, a pure cloud-based safe driving system is not sufficient.

With the rise of edge computing, end devices are enabled to do more powerful computing [8, 9]. It is feasible to design and implement an attack detection platform on mobile devices using edge computing. In this paper, we propose an edge-based three-stage attack detection framework, namely SafeShareRide, which aims to ensure the safety of share rides. The first stage uses speech recognition to detect keywords such as “help” or a loud quarrel during a ride. The second stage is driving behavior detection. It collects driving data from On-Board Diagnostics(OBD) sensors and smartphone sensors and detects abnormal driving behavior exhibited through speed, acceleration and angular rate. The third stage is analyzing on-vehicle video recordings to determine whether there is an emergency. At the beginning of each detection period, the first two stages are running independently to capture on-vehicle danger. When attack is detected by the first two stages, video capture and analysis will be activated to process the on-vehicle video. The detection resulting from the first two stages as well as the video will be sent to the cloud or edge server. Through this three-stage detection, SafeShareRide can provide highly accurate detection with very low bandwidth demand of video uploading. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- An edge-based attack detection service, Safe-
ShareRide, is proposed to address the safety concern in share rides. SafeShareRide leverages a smart phone as the edge computing platform and consists of three stages: speech recognition, driving behavior detection, and video capture and analysis.

- Our preliminary evaluation of SafeShareRide demonstrates the applicability of SafeShareRide. We provide several observations for smart phone-based edge computing systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 depict the design and preliminary implementation of SafeShareRide, respectively. We present the initial evaluation of SafeShareRide in Section 4, and summarize the paper in the last section.

2 SafeShareRide Design

In this section, we first use an example to illustrate SafeShareRide, followed by a detailed discussion of each detection stage.

2.1 Example

Peter calls a ridesharing service through his smart phone. When he gets into the car, an app on his phone is launched to collect audio, driving and video data to detect abnormal events like kidnapping, fighting and quarreling. Meanwhile, some services running on the driver’s phone are also automatically activated to detect abnormal scenarios for the safety of the driver. When some emergencies are detected, the related real-time video, the car information as well as the location will be sent to the cloud. In addition, a link of the video will be sent to the ridesharing service company, which in turn will take further actions, such as notifying the nearby law enforcement.

2.2 Speech Recognition

Speech recognition is the first stage in SafeShareRide. It is designed to detect abnormal audio, such as keywords “help” [10, 11], and abnormal high pitched sounds such as screaming and loud quarreling. Specifically, we apply an open source speech recognition project named CMUSphinx [12] for keyword detection.

The speech recognition model that we use in SafeShareRide is shown in Figure 2. The model of speech is based on Hidden Markov Model(HMM) which has been widely used for speech decoding [13]. First, the microphone records the audio every T seconds(e.g., 20s) and gets a waveform. Voice Active Detection(VAD) is then used to delete the silence in the front and back of the waveform. The waveform is divided into utterances. Each utterance is split into a multitude of speech frames. Then for each frame, typically of 10 milliseconds length, a feature vector is extracted to represent the speech frame. The feature vector is used for the matching process and scream detection. Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM) is used to detect screaming and loud quarrelling [14]. Three more models are used to match the speech with words. Specifically, the acoustic model calculates the acoustic properties for each frame.

![Figure 2: The speech recognition in SafeShareRide.](image-url)

The time series of SafeShareRide is illustrated in Figure 1; when Peter gets into the car, all three stages of detection are launched. For every detection period T, the audio and driving data is collected and processed to determine unsafe events. In order to reduce the demand for computation and storage resources, a trigger mechanism is implemented between these stages. If no emergency is detected during that period, the captured video data will be abandoned and no computational analysis is performed on that video. When some unsafe events are detected by speech recognition or driving behavior detection, the video capture and analyzing process will be triggered to extract the related video clips from the captured video. The compressed data will then be sent to the cloud. Video analysis will be conducted in the cloud to further examine on-vehicle safety. The video clips, along with the contextual information, such as location, time, and vehicle information, will be automatically shared with the ridesharing service provider.
2.3 Driving Behavior Detection

Driving behavior detection is designed to detect dangerous driving behavior. SafeShareRide defines three dangerous driving behaviors: drunk driving, speeding and distracted driving [15]. They are also the three biggest causes of fatalities on the road. ¹

The data used for detection comes from the OBD adapter and sensors on the phone. SafeShareRide leverages the Bluetooth/WiFi communication between a smart phone and the OBD adapter to get the speed, longitude, and latitude, among others.

To detect speeding, we compare the driving speed with the road speed limits obtained from a navigation system. The detection of distracted driving and drunk driving are based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [16]. In SafeShareRide, we use a driving dataset provided by a large automotive manufacturer. We train a CNN model on this dataset to distinguish normal driving behavior from abnormal driving behavior [17]. The trained model is then deployed on smart phones. For each detection process, the collected driving data will be divided into overlapping sliding windows according to their timestamp, such as, 0-5s, 1-6s, and 2-7s. The sliding window driving data is used as the input into the CNN model. For each sliding window, the CNN model outputs the possibility of abnormal driving behavior.

2.4 Video Capture and Analysis

Because video analysis consumes the largest computing resource, video capture and analysis is designed as the last stage of SafeShareRide. It will only be activated when abnormal events are detected through speech recognition or driving behavior detection. In addition, in order to reduce the latency of video analysis, only the video compression is conducted on the phone.

As shown in Figure 3, video capture and analysis adopts an edge-cloud collaborative model. At the edge, based on the timestamp of the trigger signal, relevant clips will be extracted from the video and sent to the cloud. In the cloud, two kinds of detection are used for the video analysis. The first is action detection, which can detect excessive movements of the driver and passenger [18, 19]. For action detection, we first divide the uploaded video clips into many frames. Each frame needs to do background subtraction to get the outline of the human body [20]. Then we compare the outline of every pair of continuous frames to estimate the range of movement of the human body. Finally, we compare this range with the normal moving space for passengers and drivers to determine whether the movement is abnormal. Here the normal moving space can be defined as the average moving space in normal cases. The second is object detection, such as detecting dangerous objects like guns and knives [21]. CNN can be applied to recognize such objects from frames [22].

3 Preliminary Implementation

3.1 Application Framework

![Figure 4: The framework of SafeShareRide.](image)

Figure 4 shows the framework of SafeShareRide, which consists of two components: the first component is the edge or mobile devices, such as iPhone or iPad, and the second is the cloud.

For the edge component, a three-stage detection model is deployed to detect attacks happening on vehicle. When passengers get into the car, all three stages of detection will be activated. The detection frequency is set as 20 seconds. During each detection period, the speech recognition uses the audio information recorded by the smart phone to extract important key words. The driving safety detection utilizes the data from OBD and other sensors.

¹http://www.nsc.org/Pages/nsc-on-the-road.aspx
to determine whether the driving behavior is normal; for example, whether the route is zigzag or the vehicle is speeding. During these two detection stages, any abnormal event will trigger the third stage detection, i.e., video capturing and analysis.

The application of SafeShareRide is an edge-cloud collaborative system, where the data collection and processing of audio and driving behavior data are conducted on the edge while the processing and analysis of video as well as the storage of related data are conducted in the cloud. This collaborative system is more efficient than pure edge or cloud based approaches. Because of low computing and storage requirements, the end devices can handle both the speech recognition and driving behavior detection. In addition, the end devices compress videos to save bandwidth for video uploading. The content of videos is analyzed in the cloud, as it is computationally intensive.

3.2 Detection Model

In our preliminary experiments, we leveraged open source libraries to implement all three stages of detection. Specifically, we applied CMUSphinx [12] for speech recognition, as it can work offline. We design the phonetic dictionary and language model to extract focused key words. Driving behavior detection model is based on CNN [23, 15]. The model of video capture and analysis is based on CNN, while the algorithms of video analysis are based on OpenCV [24] and Inception-v3 [21]. We set the parameters of regular moving space and video frame length.

There are several challenges in implementing the whole detection system. The first is the system overhead. We need to consider data formatting, storage as well as concurrency control, in order to reduce the overall overhead and provide real time services. The second is the detection models. We need to train the models in the cloud with large scale data sets in order to have good detection performance when deployed on smart phones. In addition, as the enforcement of GDPR [25] begins on May 25th, 2018, privacy protection will affect the design of the detection system to a large extent. In this paper, we have not considered the privacy issue in the system design and implementation.

4 Evaluation

In contrast to cloud-based services, edge-based services provide more stable performance and can save the bandwidth of data transmission. In order to test the performance of SafeShareRide, we conducted experiments to evaluate the latency, detection accuracy, bandwidth requirements, memory occupation and power consumption for both edge-based approaches and cloud-based approaches. In addition, we also conducted an energy consumption analysis when running on the phone and compared it with low energy consumption applications, such as Gmail.

All the edge-based experiments were conducted on a mobile phone, i.e., Huawei Nexus 6P. The cloud based experiments were on the Intel Fog Node. The bandwidth consumption was measured by an app called Trepn Profiler [26]. The latency was calculated according to the timestamp on the phone. The detection period was set as 20 seconds.

### 4.1 Speech Recognition

In order to evaluate the performance of speech recognition, we defined a list of key phrases or words such as "helping", "help me", "help us", "rescue me", "rescue us" [27]. We collected the audio data for each phrase from 10 volunteers as the test set. The CMUSphinx speech recognition and Google Cloud Speech were compared in terms of the latency, accuracy and bandwidth. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly recognized phrases to the total size of test set. The experiment results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>CMUSphinx</th>
<th>Google Cloud Speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>2.279s</td>
<td>0.158s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>0KB/s</td>
<td>23KB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>0.024J</td>
<td>0.055J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, we can see that the Google Cloud Speech has higher accuracy and lower latency than that of CMUSphinx speech recognition. As CMUSphinx works offline, the bandwidth consumption is 0KB/s. The bandwidth of Google Cloud Speech is 23KB/s. As we don’t know how much computational resource the cloud has consumed, it may not be fair to compare the accuracy and latency. According to the results in [28], the accuracy of CMUSphinx can reach above 95% when used on a small vocabulary. The latency can be also reduced.

**Observation 1**: Although edge computing is very promising, it still needs optimization to become more competitive compared with the cloud based approach.

### 4.2 Driving Behavior Detection

For driving behavior detection, we used TensorFlow Lite [29] as the deep learning framework. The length of slide window was set as 5 seconds. The data collected by the OBD adapter included timestamp, longitude, latitude,
speed, altitude, bearing, gravity, and etc. The collection frequency was 1 second. We empirically set the detection probability threshold as 0.8. If the output of CNN is larger than 0.8 will be considered as abnormal driving behavior. The experiment results are shown in Table 2.

The results show that the latency of both approaches is below one second. The edge-based approach does not have requirements on bandwidth, so it can be more stable than the cloud-based approach. When the communication signal is weak, the edge-based approach will not be affected. The energy consumption of the edge-based approach is also lower than that of the cloud-based, Observation 2: It is more effective to train the machine learning on the cloud and deploy the trained model on edge devices.

### 4.3 Video Capture and Analysis

As we only uploaded video clips according to the timestamp from the first two detection stages, the required bandwidth was significantly reduced, in contrast to uploading all the video to the cloud. We set up a demo of video analysis to compare the performance of edge-based approach and the cloud based approach. In this demo, the video clips were transformed into 1280x720 (720P) and the number of frames per second was set as 30. The video data was encoded in H.264 [30] format with a baseline profile, and we configured that one intra-frame (IFrame) would be followed by fifty-nine predictive-frames (PFrames) without bi-directional frame (BFrame) because we simulated a live video stream and could not compute the differences between the current frame and the next frame. For the video analysis, we used Inception v3 to analyze the video clips.

The experiment results of video uploading and analysis are shown in Table 3. The edge-based video analysis approach is both bandwidth and energy efficient than the cloud-based approach. The latency of both approaches is close, smaller than one second.

### 4.4 Energy Consumption

As the battery power is limited, the energy consumption of applications is an important factor to consider when deployed on phones. We calculated the total by combining the consumption from three detection stages and measured it at different detection periods. We also measured the energy consumption of the Gmail on Huawei Nexus 6P as comparison. The results are shown in Figure 5, where SafeShareRide-T indicates the detection period is set as T seconds.

From Figure 5, we can see that the energy consumption of SafeShareRide is lower than that of Gmail even when the detection period is set as 3 seconds. When the detection period is longer, the energy consumption can be further reduced. Observation 3: Energy consumption can be further reduced by having dynamic detection periods at different detection stages.

### 5 Summary

SafeShareRide is an edge-based approach for attack detection. It uses three stages to provide high accuracy detection with low overhead. The three stages include speech recognition, driving behavior detection, and video capture and analysis. The trigger mechanism is used to increase the detection accuracy and decrease the bandwidth requirements of video analysis. From the three demos, each detection stage in SafeShareRide can perform better than the cloud-based approach. Therefore, SafeShareRide is an effective and efficient edge-based attack detection framework for ride sharing services. We are developing a demo of the full-fledged SafeShareRide service and expect it to be available soon.
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